In most network problems, the optimum behaviors of agents in the network are not known before deployment. In addition to that, agents might be required to adapt, i.e. change their behavior based on the environment conditions. In these scenarios, offline optimization is usually costly and inefficient, while online methods might be more suitable.
Introduction
Networks of agents, such as sensor networks, wireless networks, swarm of drones or terrestrial robots, etc. are used nowadays in many tasks in the context of environment exploration, monitoring, and Internet of Things (IoT) applications. Typically, the behavior of the network as a whole derives from the local behavior of each single agent. However, modelling the mutual interactions of such agent-local behaviors (which can be very different across different parts of the network), as well as the interactions of the agents with the environment, can be difficult. In fact, the environment conditions might not be known a priori, i.e. before deployment, and may change dynamically and unexpectedly. As such, finding the optimal behavior of network agents offline, analytically, can be challenging: on the one hand, an analytical formulation is rarely available; on the other, collecting all the agents to tune their parameters when needed can can be inefficient -and expensive-especially when the number of agents is large. Moreover, in some cases the agents might not even be accessible for collection or data arXiv:2003.12848v2 [cs.NE] 1 Apr 2020 extraction, e.g. if their position is not known or they are placed in hard-to-access environments such as pipes, underground tunnels, or collapsed buildings.
For all these reasons, a large body of literature has investigated various concepts such as autonomic, or self-adaptive networking [1, 2] , in the quest for solutions to make networks capable of adapting automatically to the environment and thus optimizing autonomously, at runtime, their behavior. In this area, bioinspired techniques -especially distributed Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs)-have attracted a great attention [3, 4] due to their intrinsic adaptivity. It is wort mentioning though that the idea of distributed EAs was initially introduced mainly in the context of numerical optimization, in the form of structured populations of solutions evolved in parallel over multiple cores or over computing networks [5] [6] [7] . A special flavour of these algorithms is Cellular Evolution (CE) [8] , where a population of individuals is restricted to interact (i.e. through mating) locally. This can help preserving the population diversity longer. Of note, in CE, all individuals optimize the same objective function.
On the other hand, more recently distributed EAs have been used also in physical or simulated networks to evolve the agent-local parameters, rather than using the network as a collection of computing nodes to be used to solve an offline problem. One field of application of this concept is Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), for which previous works have proposed distributed Evolutionary Algorithms [9, 10] and distributed Genetic Programming [11, 12] to evolve the sensor nodes' parameters and functioning logics. However, robotics is by far the area where distributed EAs have shown their greatest potential so far. In this context, Embodied Evolution (EE), i.e. the idea that the evolutionary algorithm runs distributedly on a group of agents, has been successfully applied to optimize the behavior of robotic swarms [13, 14] . In particular, environment-driven EE, a form of artificial ecology where the environment conditions guide the evolutionary process of a collective of agents, has emerged as a promising mechanism to obtain truly self-adaptive swarms [15] . As such, environment-driven EE is currently a very active area of research, not only on algorithmic aspects [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , but also from an application perspective: for instance, an interesting application on indoor indoor surveillance and location has been proposed in [21, 22] .
In this work, we continue this research stream by investigating the effect of local information exchange on distributed embodied evolution. More specifically, we consider a network of agents distributed at fixed locations within a certain environment, see Figure 1 for an example. We assume that each agent is required to perform a certain local behavior, that is described by some agent-local parameters, and that in general the optimal local behaviors are different across agents as they depend on the local environmental conditions. On the other hand, in some cases the behaviors of the agents in a close proximity can be similar, since they may share similar environmental conditions. We also assume that the parameters for the optimal local behaviors is not known at the time of deployment. In our setup, the agents are required to optimize their local parameters (i.e., learn their optimal behavior) autonomously while they operate within the environment. To achieve that, we propose a distributed embodied EE where each agent runs a population-less EA in situ, to optimize its own behavior. In contrast to CE, we assume that the fitness function of each agent can be different.
We introduce local information exchange in terms of exchange of behavior parameters with local neighbors: we consider various kinds of information exchange such as copying the parameters from the best (or a random) agent in the neighborhood with some mutation and/or exchange the parameters partially, i.e. by means of crossover of parameters with neighbors. We hypothesize that using information exchange as crossover and local perturbations for mutation leads to a social learning process through which it is possible to adapt a network of agents to a task at runtime, and in a distributed fashion. While it may be intuitive to exchange information with neighbors when their local conditions are similar, we are also interested in investigating the effect of information exchange in the cases where the optimal behaviors of the neighboring agents are drastically different. To assess that, we devise two experimental scenarios -that we refer to as imitation and illumination problems-with different network densities and different levels of similarities in terms of optimal behavior within a neighborhood.
Overall, our numerical results show that local information exchange is beneficial in any case -even with large differences of the optimal parameters within a neighborhood-while the optimization performance can be largely affected by the frequency of the parameter exchange, and the amount of exchanged parameters.
The remaining of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we describe the proposed distributed embodied evolution algorithm. Then, we present the experimental setup and the numerical results. Finally, we give the conclusions and highlight possible future research directions. 
Methods
Without loss of generality, we consider a system composed of a collection of k agents, spatially distributed on a 2-dimensional plane at fixed locations i, j, with i and j ∈ N 0 . Each agent a i,j must show a behavior such that it optimizes a certain local function. The performance of each agent is measured by its local fitness value f i,j , that measures how good is the agent's behavior w.r.t. the desired local function. In this paper, we formulate all problems as minimization problems (the lower fitness, the better). Furthermore, each agent can communicate (bidirectionally) with its local neighbors defined by a neighborhood function N . An example of such a system is shown in Figure 1 : for instance, the neighborhood function of a i5,j5 is defined by N = {(i1, j1), (i2, j2), (i3, j3), (i4, j4), (i6, j6)}, i.e. the set of indices of the agents that are connected to a i5,j5 .
We assume that the behavior of an agent a i,j can be encoded using a certain representation X i,j , that we refer to as the genotype of the agent. Here, we adopt the terminology from biological evolution. Otherwise, X i,j could represent a cultural phenomenon, an idea or a meme from the cultural evolution point of view. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that X i,j is represented as a Ddimensional vector where each element is real-valued, defined in a given range [lb, ub] , and is referred to as a gene. The fitness value f i,j of a i,j is measured as f i,j ← eval(X i,j ) where eval() is a function that evaluates the genotype of the agent for a certain period, based on certain performance metric. Here, it is assumed that each agent can compute its own (local) fitness function.
We employ an embodied evolutionary approach [14] where each agent runs its own (population-less) evolutionary algorithm to optimize its own behavior. This can be achieved with or without information sharing (i.e. sharing all or some of the elements of their genotypes) with the neighboring agents. In the case where there is no information sharing, each agent can iteratively test a randomly perturbed version of its genotype, and store the genotype that performs the best (this approach can be referred to as Hill Climbing). In the case where information sharing is allowed, the agents can copy and/or perform crossover with the genotypes of the neighboring agents. As we said, each agent aims to optimize its own behavior, which may be different from the neighboring agents. Therefore, the possible advantages/disadvantages of sharing information in this condition is one of the main focus of this work.
We define two helper functions, best(X i,j ) and rand(X i,j ), that return respectively the genotype of the best and the genotype of a (uniformly selected) random agent in the neighborhood of a given agent X i,j . In real-world scenarios, this may be implemented by allowing each agent to communicate its fitness and genotype with its neighbors. In this case, and assuming that the local fitness values are comparable, it would be possible for each agent to pick the best genotype, or a random genotype, to perform evolutionary operators.
Finally, we use two evolutionary operators, namely uniform crossover and Gaussian mutation, applied in this order. The crossover operator generates a new genotype X from two given genotypes (parents), X i,j and X k,l , as follows: first, X k,l is copied into X ; then, each element of X k,l is copied into the corresponding element of X with a probability of cr ∈ [0, 1]. The crossover probability cp ∈ [0, 1] specifies the probability of performing the crossover operator. If the genotype of the agents consist of a single parameter, then we use arithmetic crossover, that computes the mean of the parents' parameters, i.e. x = (x i,j + x k,l )/2 (note that in this case cr is not needed). After crossover, the mutation operator perturbs each element of X using a Gaussian mutation (sampled independently for each element) N (0, σ) with zero mean and standard deviation σ (in the following, we will refer to σ as mutation rate mr).
For illustration purposes, we provide in Algorithm 1 a pseudo-code of a version of the algorithm in which we apply crossover with a random neighbor. We dub this algorithm as XoverRand. The procedure randomInitialize() indicates a random initialization of the initial behavior parameters X i,j , where each element is uniformly sampled within its range [lb, ub], while g and maxGenerations indicate, respectively, the current and the maximum number of generations.
Algorithm 1 Embodied evolution of an agent a i,j (and its corresponding behavior X i,j ) with crossover applied with a random neighbor (XoverRand).
if f < fi,j then Minimization 10:
fi,j ← f 11:
end if 13: g = g + 1 14:
end while 15: end procedure 
Experimental setup
In this section, we provide the details of our experimental setup. We are mainly interested in investigating the behavior of the embodied evolutionary algorithm with and without exchanging information, i.e. exchanging the agents' genotypes (behavior parameters) with their neighbors, as well the effect of the amount of shared information and the frequency of information sharing. Therefore, we test different versions of the embodied evolutionary algorithm introduced in the previous section, where in some of them it is allowed to exchange information with different proportions and frequencies, while in others it is not.
In all the experiments, we use a 2-dimensional environment represented as an m × n grid. Each cell i, j on this grid is occupied by an agent a i,j . We use the following neighborhood function:
This function, known as the Moore Neighborhood [23] , allows each agent to communicate with its nearest horizontal, vertical and diagonal neighbors. The agents that are located at the border of the environment can communicate only with their existing neighbors.
In the following, we first define the two test problems we used in our experimentation (and, for both problems, two alternative scenarios). Then, we describe the five versions of the algorithm we tested on the two problems.
Imitation problem
We define as "imitation problem" a generic problem in which each agent in a network is required to "imitate" a desired pattern (the ground truth) over time. We demonstrate this by optimizing a network of agents to imitate a sequence of 100 images taken from the well-known MNIST handwritten digits dataset [24] .
28 × 28 scenario. In the first scenario, the network consists of 28 × 28 agents, each one corresponding to one pixel of the MNIST images. The grayscale intensity in each cell is controlled by agent a i,j at time t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 100}, where t
Thus, each t-th element determines the grayscale intensity (the phenotype) corresponding to the agent's cell at time t. A visualization of some selected images (ground truth) at indices t = 1, t = 50 and t = 100 is shown in Figure 2 .
In the initialization phase, the genotype of all agents are generated by randomly sampling their genes in [0, 1] with uniform probability. We use the embodied evolutionary algorithm to find the optimal parameters of each agent that can collectively imitate the sequence of 100 images as close as possible. Thus, in total, there are 784 × 10 2 parameters to be optimized collectively (28 × 28 agents ×100 parameters). The fitness value of each agent is calcu-
where I i,j (t) denotes the desired i, j pixel value of the t-th image selected from the MNIST dataset (pixel values are scaled in the range [0, 1]), and x i,j t represents the corresponding t-th element of the agent's genotype X i,j . The collective fitness of the network at generation g, F g , is then computed as the average fitness across the agents (F g = i j f i,j ). This value is used for comparing various versions of the embodied evolutionary algorithm with various parameter settings. We run the various versions of the algorithm for 10 independent runs, each one consisting of 20000 generations. 7 × 7 scenario. One of the key aspects of the approach proposed in this work is to make use of the neighboring agents during the embodied evolutionary process. For instance, an agent can copy the behavior parameters of the best performing agent in its neighborhood (with some mutation). However, not always these parameters can benefit the agent, since the expected behavior of each agent can drastically be different from that of its neighbors. The imitation problem demonstrates this point in that there can be large differences between adjacent cells, e.g. at the edge between the background and the digit. Moreover, these differences change from one digit to another. To further stress these differences, we have defined an additional scenario where we have reduced the number of agents to 7 × 7, by assigning to each agent the control of a tile made of of 4 × 4 pixels. As such, in this case each agent controls the intensity level of 16 pixels (rather than just one as in the 28×28 scenario), for a sequence 100 images. Thus, the number of parameters per agent increases from 100 to 4 × 4 × 100 = 1600 (also in this case these parameters are encoded in the genotype of each agent in a real-valued vector). Since the spatial differences of these tiles are larger, the difference between the optimal parameters of two neighboring agents are larger.
We show the average (across 100 MNIST images) differences of the optimal parameters of the agents with their neighbors for the two scenarios (28 × 28 vs 7 × 7 agents) in Figure 4 . For each cell, we first find the average (across genes) differences with each of its neighbors, and then we take the average (across neighbors) of these differences. The two resulting matrices are finally normalized by scaling each cell value w.r.t. the maximum value among all cells in the two scenarios: in fact, the maximum value in the 7 × 7 scenario (Figure 4b) is about twice as big as the maximum value in the 28 × 28 scenario (Figure 4a ), thus both matrices are scaled w.r.t. the maximum value in the 7 × 7 scenario. A higher grayscale intensity in a cell indicates a higher difference with its neighbors. It can be observed that the differences are much higher in the middle of the images (this is a consequence of the different shapes of the digits, while the cells at the border are more similar since they encode the background), and in general the differences in the 7 × 7 scenario are much higher (this is a consequence of the lower agent density, which leads to each agent controlling more pixels, such that the desired behavior can be quite different between adjacent tiles).
In this second scenario, we run the various versions of the embodied evolutionary algorithm for 10 independent runs, each one consisting of 1000000 generations: compared to the 28 × 28 scenario, we extend the number of generations since the number of parameters per agent is 16 times higher. 
Illumination problem
We further specify the imitation problem to illustrate the simulation of a hypothetical real-world application that we refer to as the "illumination problem". In this case, a network of agents is required to learn to optimally illuminate an environment. We consider a 2-dimensional grid of 25 × 50 = 1250 agents, where each agent "illuminates" its own cell, see Figure 3 . We assume that different locations in the environment receive different levels of natural light during the day. Each agent a i,j is then required to learn the optimal local illumination, based on the hour of the day, t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 23}, and its location, i, j. We define the optimal illumination (ground truth) for each cell location as l i,j (t) = sin 2·π·j n + 2·π·t 24 , where n is the maximum value of j. To convert l i,j (t) to pixel values, we scale its values to [0, 1] (i.e. l i,j (t) = (l i,j (t) + 1)/2).
Single parameter scenario. In the first scenario, each agent has only one real-valued parameter, x i,j ∈ [0, 50]. The agent's behavior is then obtained as:
. At the beginning of the algorithm, x i,j is randomly initialized in [0, 50]. The fitness value of each agent f i,j is calculated as the average the difference from the optimal illumination during the day, namely:
We use the embodied evolutionary approach to find the optimal parameters of each agent that can collectively imitate the desired illumination pattern (in total, 25×50 parameters for the whole network). Also in this case we use the collective fitness F g (defined as for the imitation problem) to perform comparisons among the various versions of the embodied evolutionary algorithm. In this case, we perform 10 independent runs for each version of the embodied evolutionary algorithm for 5000 generations.
Vector representation scenario. In the second scenario, we encode the agents' behavior using a 24-dimensional real-valued vector (similarly to the imitation problem), X i,j = (x i,j 1 , x i,j 2 , . . . , x i,j 24 ) ∈ [0, 1] 24 , to control the agent-local level of illumination at each time step t = {0, 1, . . . , 23}. Here, the values in [0, 1] encode the amount of light, from no light (0) to the maximum amount of light (1). The main difference w.r.t. the single parameter scenario is then that in this case we do not enforce a sinusoidal pattern in each agent, but this should be discovered automatically by the embodied evolutionary process. At the beginning of the algorithm, the vector X i,j of each agent is randomly initialized in ∈ [0, 1] 24 . Similarly to the first scenario, the fitness value of each agent f i,j is the average difference from the optimal illumination during the day, namely:
In this scenario, there are in total 30 × 10 4 parameters (25 × 50 agents ×24 parameters). For this problem, we perform 10 independent runs for each version of the algorithm for 20000 generations (the number of generations is increased due to the larger number of parameters).
Versions of the embodied evolutionary algorithm
We tested in total five versions of the embodied evolutionary algorithm presented in the previous section, configured as follows:
-XoverRand: this version of the algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
-XoverBest: this version is similar to the previous one, the only difference being that the function rand(X i,j ) in Line 6 of Algorithm 1 is replaced with best(X i,j ). In this case, the algorithm performs the crossover with the best agent in its neighborhood. -HillClimbing: in this version, we do not use any neighborhood function, therefore the agents do not share any information with their neighbors. We modify Algorithm 1 by deleting Line 6 (where crossover operator is used), and changing Line 7 with: X ← X i,j + N (0, σ). -CopyBest: in this version, each agent copies the genotype of the best agent in its neighborhood and then applies the mutation operator. Similar to Hill-Climbing, crossover operator is not used. Thus, we modify Algorithm 1 by deleting Line 6 and changing Line 7 with: X ← best(X i,j ) + N (0, σ). -CopyRand: in this version, each agent copies the genotype of a randomly selected agent in its neighborhood and then applies the mutation operator. Also in this case, crossover operator is not used. Thus, we modify Algorithm 1 by deleting Line 6 and changing Line 7 with: X ← rand(X i,j ) + N (0, σ).
Experimental Results
In this section, we present the experimental results. On the two problems and four scenarios, we tested different mutation rates, namely 1%, 0.1% and 0.01% of the search domains. Thus, in the case of the imitation and illumination problems with vector representation (both with domain [0, 1]), we use mr ∈ {0.0001, 0.001, 0.01}, while for the illumination problem with single parameter (with domain [0, 50]) we use mr ∈ {0.005, 0.05, 0.5}. Due to space limitations, we report some of the results in the Appendix.
Imitation problem
28 × 28 scenario. Figure 5 shows the average (across 10 runs per algorithm) collective fitness (F g ) trends of the various versions of the embodied evolutionary algorithm obtained with mr ∈ {0.0001, 0.001, 0.01}, cp ∈ {0.2, 0.5, 1.0} and cr = 0.5. Note that in the following, in all fitness trend figures we show on the x-axis the number of generations, while on the y-axis the fitness F g . We observe that performing crossover with a random neighbor performs better than performing crossover with the best neighbor, which in turn performes better than not doing any crossover. This indicates that exchanging partial components of the genotype helps the optimization process, even though the optimal parameters of the neighbors are different. The fact that crossing over with a random neighbor is more efficient than doing that with the best neighbor is likely due to a higher chance of selecting a neighbor whose optimal behavior is closer to that of the focal agent, which might not be the case of the best neighbor (e.g. if the focal agent is on the digit while its best neighbor is on the background).
We further observe that the versions that copy the neighbors perform better than HillClimbing. Also, when crossover is not used, lower mutation rates appear to slow the convergence: being the algorithm population-less, the only way to converge faster is to perform larger mutations. However, we observe the opposite effect when crossover is used: since mutation is performed after crossover, in this case too high mutation rates might obliterate any advantage obtained from the neighbor's exchanged genes. Overall, XoverRandCP1CR05 (this notation, used also in the following, indicates cp = 1.0, cr = 0.5) appears to perform the best for all mutation rates. However, as illustrated in Figure 5d , different mutation rates perform differently (mr = 0.01 performs the worst). Figure 6 shows a visualization of the results obtained by HillClimbing, Copy-Best and XoverRandCP1CR05 (with mr = 0.001) during the evolutionary process 1 . We observe that different versions of the algorithm show different behaviors. For instance, with HillClimbing the reconstructed image appears very noisy: whereas some agents appear to imitate well the ground truth, there are many isolated agents that are not well adapted. This is expected since each agent is trying to optimize its own local fitness function without any genotypical exchange. On the other hand, in the case of CopyBest and XoverRand we observe that the images are much smoother and less noisy. Also, CopyBest seems unable to optimize the agents in the middle of the image: this is due to the fact that those agents have much larger differences (in terms of their optimal parameters) w.r.t. their neighbors. Therefore, copying the neighbors provides little or no benefit.
We have also investigated the effect of cp and cr, which affect how frequently crossover occurs, and how much information is exchanged (see the Appendix). Again, we observe that in general XoverRand performs better than XoverBest. Also, the results indicate a better performance when crossover is performed frequently (higher cp) but exchanging a small number of components (lower cr). In particular, the best result is achieved by XoverRandCP1CR005. 7 × 7 scenario. Similarly to the 28 × 28 scenario, the versions of the algorithm that do not employ crossover perform worse than those that use it (see the Appendix). This shows that even if the optimal parameters of the neighbor agents are quite different (as we have shown in Figure 4 ), sharing behavior parameters with neighbors helps the optimization process. Also in this scenario, better performance are obtained with high values of cp and lower values of cr.
In Figure 7 , we show a visualization of the results obtained by various versions of the algorithm (with mr = 0.001) at the last generation g = 1000000: also here we observe that HillClimbing produces a much noisier image, while XoverRandCP1CR001 performs the best. In general it seems that in most versions based on crossover there are some isolated agents that are non-optimal (placed in an almost-regular spatial pattern). 
Illumination problem
Single parameter scenario. As seen earlier, in this scenario each agent aims to optimize a parameter corresponding to the phase shift in the sine function used for the ground truth. Figure 8 provides the average (across 10 runs per algorithm) F g trends of the various versions of the embodied evolutionary algorithm obtained with mr ∈ {0.005, 0.05, 0.5} and cp ∈ {0.2, 0.5, 1.0} (in this case we use arithmetic crossover, so cr is not needed). The main observation is that XoverBestCP02 performs best with mr = 0.05 and mr = 0.5, while for the lowest value (mr = 0.005) CopyRand obtains the best results. This might be due to the fact that when the mutation rate is very small its effect cancels out the effect of the arithmetic crossover (which is essentially a kind of mutation), thus producing a slower convergence. On the contrary, with larger mutation rates the two effects are combined and speed up convergence. So, with low values mr, it is just more efficient to copy a random neighbor and apply a small mutation.
In the Appendix, we show a visualization of the results obtained by three selected versions of the algorithm, and we observe again that with no information sharing the results are very noisy, while with crossover results are clearly better.
Vector representation scenario. Figure 9 shows the average (across 10 runs per algorithm) F g trends of the various versions of the algorithm with mr ∈ {0.0001, 0.001, 0.01}, and (in the case of XoverRand and XoverBest) cp ∈ {0.2, 0.5, 1.0} and cr = 0.5. Similarly to the previous results, we observe that the versions that use crossover operator perform better than those that do not use crossover. Moreover, XoverRandCP02CR05 performs the best for different mutation rates, as it does in the imitation problem. Also, we observe that smaller mutation rates lead to slower convergence in all cases.
We report in the Appendix a visualization of the results obtained by three selected versions of the algorithm, with observations similar to the previous cases. 
Conclusions
In many network applications, the optimal behavior of the agents in the network is not known before deployment, and the agents often need to adapt to environment changes. Performing the optimization process offline, by collecting each agent to change its behavior parameters whenever it is needed, would be costly and ineffective. In this work, we proposed a distributed embodied evolutionary approach to optimize the behavior of networks of agents at runtime. We assumed a collection of spatially distributed agents that can communicate locally. We used the local communication capability to exchange the agents' behavior parameters, so to copy the neighbors' parameters and/or use them for local perturbations and crossover. Intuitively, the agents with close proximity may be required to perform similarly (thus may have similar optimal parameters) since they are likely to share similar environmental conditions. In this case, it would make sense to share their parameters to learn from one another. Nevertheless, even when the optimal parameters are drastically different within a neighborhood, parameter exchange may still be helpful in the optimization process. To test these two cases, we devised a number of test cases with different levels of differences between the optimal parameters of any given agent and those of its neighbors. We further compared these results with the case where each agent optimizes its behavior without any parameter exchange.
We found that information exchange (through crossover) works the best in all cases -except with arithmetic crossover and small mutation rates-including when the differences of the optimal parameters of the agents with their neighbors are large. We also observed a certain variation of the performance depending on the parameter settings of the algorithm (i.e., mr, cp and cr), therefore in the future it might be interesting to evaluate (self)adaptive evolutionary approaches. Overall, we noted that performing frequent crossover (high cp) by exchanging a small fraction of the genotype (low cr) provided the best results. However, applying crossover less frequently can still lead to an improvement. Among the various versions of the algorithm we tested, XoverRand demonstrated the best performance. Since this version does not require the fitness of the neighbors (due to random selection), with small values of cr it might possible to broadcast only some randomly selected components of the agents' genotypes.
This work was mainly aimed at demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Therefore, we considered two "ideal" test cases, with a fixed grid topology and perfect communication. In future works, we plan to apply the proposed algorithm to more realistic scenarios, with different network topologies, dynamic connections and possibly noisy communication. Another assumption of this work was that the local fitness functions are in general different (in terms of optimum) across agents, but still they are comparable. However, this might not be the case of all applications: therefore, we would like to see if information exchange is beneficial also in these cases, and how it could be applied (for instance, function similarity could be used to define the neighborhood function, to create niches/communities). Finally, it will be interesting to perform real-world validation with physical networks at various scales.
A Additional results on the imitation problem 28 × 28 scenario. We have investigated the effect of cp and cr, which affect how frequently crossover occurs, and how much information is exchanged respectively. In Figure 10 , we provide the average (across 10 runs per algorithm) F g trends of XoverBest and XoverRand for all combinations of cp ∈ {0.2, 0.5, 1.0} and cr ∈ {= 0.05, 0.2, 0.5}. In these experiments, we set mr = 0.001. We observe that in general XoverRand performs better than XoverBest. Also, the results indicate a better performance when crossover is performed frequently (higher cp) but exchanging small number of components (lower cr). In particular, we observe that the best result is achieved using XoverRandCP1CR005, which performs crossover with a randomly selected neighbor exchanging a very small number of components (the expected number of exchanged components per crossover is 0.005 × 100 = 5). 7 × 7 scenario. Figure 11 shows the average (across 10 runs per algorithm) F g trends of a subset of the various versions of the algorithm, with mr = 0.001 and selected combinations of cp ∈ {0.2, 0.5, 1.0} and cr ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 0.5}. Similarly to the 28 × 28 scenario, HillClimbing and, in general, the versions of the algorithm that do not employ crossover (not shown in the figure), perform worse than those that use it. This shows that even if the optimal parameters of the neighbor agents are quite different (as we have shown in Figure 4 ), sharing behavior parameters with neighbors helps the optimization process. Also in this scenario, better performance are obtained with high values of cp and lower values of cr (XoverRandCP1CR001). 
B Illumination problem
Single parameter scenario. Figure 12 shows a visualization of the results obtained by HillClimbing, CopyBest and XoverRandCP02 (mr = 0.05) during the evolutionary process. We observe that with no information sharing (HillClimbing), the results are very noisy, with several isolated agents that are non-optimal (Figures 12a-12d ). With crossover, results are clearly better, see Figures 12i-12l . However, we observe in the results of XoverRand that at g = 100 there are many non-optimal agents at the right and left edges of the image, see Figure 12i . This is due to the problem formulation and the arithmetic crossover operator: in fact, there are two optimal values for the left and right edge of the image (0 and 50), due to the periodicity of the sine function. Thus, agents are optimized towards one of these values, which may be different from that of their neighbors. Moreover, arithmetic crossover in this case does not help because the fitness of the average of these two values is worse.
Vector representation scenario. Figure 13 shows a visualization of the results obtained by HillClimbing, CopyBest and XoverRandCP02CR05 (mr = 0.001) during the evolutionary process 2 . The results of HillClimbing appear more noisy, with many isolated, not well adapted agents. Also, we observe vertical "stripes" in the results of CopyBest: this is due to the fact that the optimal parameters of the agents in each column are the same, therefore they tend to share the same parameters. Overall, we observe that crossover helps the optimization process even though the optimal parameters of neighboring agents are different. 
